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1 Introduction

To investigate reactions of atoms with simple molecules we are both developing new computa-
tional approaches and applying consolidated efficient numerical procedures to the calculation
of experimental observables under a wide range of operating conditions.

A first area of investigation is the construction of suitable functional representations of
potential energy surfaces (PES) of atom-diatom systems. One type of approach is based
on the many-body expansion.-1] In our case, however, the different terms of the many-body
expansion (to be fitted to the available potential energy values) are formulated as polynomials
of the bond order variables or of their products with related internuclear distances. Local
corrections are then introduced to eliminate short range spurious features and to modify' the
characteristics of the critical features of the surface. [2] More recently, circular coordinates of
the bond order space have been used to define the rotating bond order model potential for
single product channel reactions. A generalization of this model to treat reactions branching
into different product channels has also been introduced (LAGROBO).[3" The model has
been used for describing the interaction of several atom diatom systems

A second area of investigation is the development of new computational approaches and the
adaptation of some already existing ones to deal with heavier or larger systems. This work
concentrated on quantum time independent and quasiclassical trajectory methods. As far
as the accurate three dimensional methods is concerned, we focused our efforts on the study
of generic three different atom reactions and on the Adiabatically adjusting principal axis
of inertia hyperspherical formalism.[4j On the contrary, for reduced dimensionality quan-
tum techniques use was made of Jacobi coordinates.[51 In this case our aim was to build
computational procedures dealing with heavy systems and modeling large ones. The same
formalism is being used to extend the RIOS method to treat processes including non adia-
batic electronic transitions. The choice of the coordinate set is not a problem for trajectory
techniques since there is no need for expanding in basis sets. Therefore one can conveniently
make use of position vectors to the center of mass. Quasiclassical trajectory techniques were
extensively used to calculate cross sections and rate coefficients of sytems of practical rele-
vance for technology and atmospheric modelling as well as to investigate vector properties
of reactive processes.
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A third area of investigation is the construction of parallel models for the structuring of
reactive scattering codes. The parallelization was particularly succesful for the trajectory
code.[6] In this case, use was made of a processor farm parallel model with dynamical as-
signment of the load to the workers. To obtain an efficient parallelization, the code was
restructured to perform local (in-node) partial statistical analyses and to gather them into
a final one only at the end. Parallel versions were also implemented for the reduced dimen-
sionality quantum program (RIOS). In this case, alternative parallel models were adopted.
The most efficient one showed to be a processor farm model defined at different levels. The
lowest level is that of the orbital quantum number I for which the routine performing the
propagation and the S matrix evaluation can be distributed as an independent task. At the
same level a geometric model was used for the construction of the coupling matrix. These
mo sections of the code are then managed using a dynamic task farm over the different val-
ues of the collision angle. [7] A radically alternative parallel model also being considered for
the parallelization of RIOS is the pipeline. The parallelization of the exact 3D quantum code
is still in an early stage. At present, only its section calculating the two-dimensional surface
functions of the internal hyperangles has been implemented in parallel on the Cray T3D.
Restructuring for implementations on parallel computers (including preliminary versions of
the PQE 2000) is being carried out also for the remaining parts of the three dimensional
quantum code.[8] In this paper we consider the application of these approaches and compu-
tational techniques to some atom diatom reactions relevant to the nodeling of complex gas
phase systems important for modern applications (see for example ref.[9]).

2 Nitrogen atom reactions

A first family of reactions investigated using the above described techniques and computa-
tional procedures are those of the nitrogen atom with some diatomic molecules.

2.1 The N -f N2 reaction on a LEPS surface

The first nitrogen atom reaction we have investigated is X 4- Na- For this reaction the
calculations were carried out using a LEPS potential energy surface! 10] having a collinear
barrier of 1.56 eV. On this surface we carried out both quasi classical and RIOS calculations
to estimate detailed rate coefficients^ lj

Quasiclassical rate coefficients were found to be appreciable only at high vibrational states v
of the reactants implying a moderately active role of the vibration in promoting reactivity.
On the contrary, even a modest, increase in energy supplied as bulk temperature was quite
effective in enhancing reactivity. Rotational (Trot) and translational {Ttr) temperatures were
varied independently from 500 K to 4000 K. The effect on kv{Ttr,T,.ot) of varying the rota-
tional temperature was found to be little especially at high translarional temperature. On
the contrary, the effect, of increasing the translational temperature of the system is much
larger.

More detailed quantities are the state-to-state rate coefficients kVA,'(Ttr.Trot) or their partial



summations (like the vibrational deexcitation rate coefficients k£(Tlr. Trot) = 5Iv<t, kv.\
j[Ttr, Tr

or vibrational excitation rate coefficients kl,{Ttr.T,.ot) = H,.<>,. fcr.,.'(rt,..Tro,)). Reactive and
non reactive vibrational deexcitations are always the dominant process (with the former in-
variably more efficient than the latter). An increase of the rotational temperature does not
alter significantly the situation because it affects to the same extent, both reactive and non
reactive k?.(Ttr,Trot) values. Processes mostly affected by an increase of the rotational tem-
perature are the reactive vibrational excitations fc'(Ttr, Trot) and. to a less extent, reactive
vibrationally adiabatic processes. However, although the effect is large for both of them, at
high v values reactive excitation kl{Ttr,Trot) increases so fast that the two curves tend to
cross with the location of the crossing point depending on the value of TTOt. At high reactant
vibrational states and rotational temperatures, reactive excitation becomes so efficient to
compete with non reactive deexcitation.

The dependence of the state specific reactive RIOS cross section cv (summed over all product-
states) on the collision energy Etr is such that, for all values of v. the value of the reactive
cross section rises from zero at threshold to a plateau as Elr increases. The rise at threshold
becomes sharper at higher v values and the threshold energy lowers. However, only a fraction
of the energy supplied as vibration is effective in lowering the threshold.

The absolute value of the RIOS state-to-state rate coefficients agree, on the average, with
quasiclassical results. However, a plot of these rate coefficients as a function of the final
vibrational number v' evidences interesting differences between the two sets of results. In
particular, a quasiclassical treatment seems to lead to a more pronounced vibrational de-
excitation than a RIOS one. On the contrary. RIOS calculations lead to higher excitation
rate coefficients than quasiclassical ones. This reflects also on the prediction of the most
populated product state which is always lower than the reactant one for quasiclassical cal-
culations while it is the same for RIOS calculations. The quasiclassical behaviour can be
associated with the stronger tendency of classical treatments to redistribute the energy over
all possible degrees of freedom. On the contrary, the RIOS behaviour can be associated
with the insensitivity of Infinite Order Sudden treatments to rotations and the consequent
propensity to channel the collision energy into product vibration.

However, despite these differences, the values of the rate coefficients calculated using the two
methods are in quite good agreement. In addition, both the quasiclassical (7.0xlO"13cm3

moleC"^-1) and the RIOS (5.6x10" 13cm3molec~1s~1) estimates of the rate coefficient at the
temperature of the experiment well agree with the measured (5xlO~13cm3 molec~1s~1) value.

2.2 The N + N2 reaction on modified surfaces

Following the indications of some ab initio studies[12, 13]. while the height of the barrier to
reaction of the X -f- X2 LEPS PES is acceptable, it is not acceptable the collinear geometry
of its transition state. Unfortunately. LEPS PESs (as many other traditional functional
representations of the interaction) are difficult to modify" locally by playing with the value
of their parameters. The modification of the height, of the barrier, of its location and of the
shape of the window to reaction is, instead, easy when using a LAGROBO formulation of
the PES.;3]
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2.2.1 The LAGROBO potential

The LAGROBO formulation of the PES consists in expressing the global potential as a
weighed sum of the ROBO potentials of the different processes and in assigning the largest
weight to the process occurring with the largest included angle. Therefore, for the A + BC
atom-diatom system reacting to give either AB + C or AC + B, the LAGROBO potential
is formulated as

A,B,C

VLACROBO{rAB,rBCrrAC)= £ ^($ /)V r
/ J O B C ?(m / ;a / ,#;) (1)

where the weighing coefficient w; is defined as

with p/f $/) being a damping function of type

= 5 (1 + tanh [7/(*, - *c
;)]) (3)

or similar. As $ ; deviates from $$, £/($/) tends to 1 as $/ goes to 180c while it tends to 0
as $/ goes to 0c. The value of 7; determines the speed of variation of the function.

The ROBO[14] is a model potential that was designed to describe the interaction relative to
:he process of transferring the intermediate atom (e.g. the I atom in the K + IJ -» KI + J
process). It is formulated as

VfOBO(m;<a/.$;) = D;(a;,$/)F;(m;;a;.$/) (4)

where Dt and F{ are functions of the mj and af ROBO coordinates. At a given value of the
angle $ / ( $ / = KIJ) formed by the rKI and r ; ; internuclear distances, these coordinates are
defined in terms of the bond order coordinates n^/ and n/j {nLM = exp \—:3I,M{TLM ~ rtLM)\*
with rtLM and 3LM being the equilibrium distance and a parameter related to the force
constants of the LM diatom) by the relationships :

m, = yjn2
KI + njj (0)

tana; = nu/nKJ

As a first test, of the flexibility of the LAGROBO model we fitted the existing LEPS.[3]

Since the asymptotic limits of the LEPS are Morse potentials, the three ROBO potentials
were given the form (for sake of generality the process index / is not dropped from the
notation even if the three atoms are identical):

The Di and aj coefficients indicate the depth and location in mj of the fixed $/ energy
minimum of the reaction channel as a; varies from the reactant to product asymptote.



Accordingly, the value of D\ and a} at the asymptotes (a./ = 0c and 90c respectively) were
chosen to reproduce the dissociation energy Dt,\.\. the equilibrium distance re,VjV and the
exponential factor 3NN of the X2 Morse diatomic potential {Dtss = 228.40 kcal/mol, r e v v

= 1.0977 Aand 3NN = 2.689 A"1).[15] In order to keep the formulation of the potential as
simple as possible, Dj and a.j coefficients were given the following dependence on Q/:

(7)

(8)

and the &/_,- coefficients were given the following polynomial dependence on $/:

f J? < (9)

For the LAGROBO potential (LO) obtained by fitting the existing LEPS. $Jf is 180c, <" is
1{k — 1) and kmax is 4. As a result, one has a total of 8 cjjk coefficients.

2.2.2 Features of the fitted surfaces

A preliminary comparison of the LO model potential with the original LEPS was already
given in ref. [3]. Both the height and the geometry of LO well reproduce those of the LEPS.
The most significant difference is the slope of the minimum energy path (MEP) of LO that
is bigger than that of the MEP of the LEPS {i.e. the MEP of LO lies always slightly above
that of the LEPS).

To allow the LAGROBO PESs to have a bent transition state we changed the analytic
formulation of the &/_,- coefficients, the value of the related c/,-* coefficients as well as the
value of $/7 and 77. In this way, we generated three new LAGROBO potential energy
surfaces (namely LI, L2 and L3 respectively). To force the PES to have a bent transition
state. $Jf was set equal to 12OC for Ll and L2 and equal to 125c for L3 (it was equal to
180c for LO). The value of 4>£f was always set equal to 180°. The cm coefficients determine
the height, of the transition state. For this reason, the Cm coefficient of Ll and L2 was
set equal to that of LO. On the contrary, the value of cni of L3 was chosen so as to make
the height of the transition state better agree with the indications of most recent ab initio
calculations.[13] Remaining c/u coefficients of Ll, L2 and L3 were chosen to reproduce in
<£A, = 60c the width of the collinearly centered window to reaction of the LEPS. It has also
been enforced that for collinear encounters Ll, L2 and L3 have the same height, of the barrier
(80 kcal/mol).

The Ll, L2 and L3 PESs have a bent, transition state. The geometry of the transition state is
the only difference between LO and Ll. In fact, while the height of the transition state is the
same (35.7 kcal/mol) for both surfaces, the geometry of the LO transition state is collinear
as that of the LEPS. At the same time, the transition state of L3 differs for the fact thai
it has been set equal to 32.7 kcal/mol and located at $,v = 125e. The L] and L2 surface?
have exactly the same dependence of the fixed angle barrier to reaction from $,v while they
differ for its location: L2 barriers always occur at internuclear distances smaller than those
of Ll though such a difference is really significant only for strongly bent geometries.



2.2.3 Cross sections and rate constants

To compare the reactive efficiencies of the four PESs, both QCT and quantum RIOS calcu-
lations were performed. Quasiclassical trajectory calculations were carried out by systemat-
ically varying both the initial vibrational number and the system temperature. Considered
initial vibrational numbers were v =• 10. 15, 20. 25, 30, 35, 40, and 45. Considered temper-
ature values were T = 500, 1000, 2000. and 4000 K. Calculations performed on the LEPS
using different, values for rotational and traslational temperatures showed that the effect of
varying the rotational temperature is not dramatical6, 17] For this reason, here, the same
value for the two temperatures was used. RIOS calculations were also performed for the
same interval of parameters and using the same computational procedures adopted for the
LEPS.[17; The investigated range of energy extends up to 9 eV in steps of 0.1 eV. The values
of $,v used for the angular integration are placed on a grid regularly spaced in cos$,v using
a step of 0.0625. To mimic the effect of varying the initial rotational temperature, a j-shift
approximation was used. This means that the cross section avjA,>{Etr) for a given value of
; was se: equal to the value of the cross section for the ground rotational energy aVIJ.v'(Etr)
calculated at a value of the collision energy Etr = Etr — =}', with £x

: being the energy of the
jth rotational state of the vibrational level v.

A first indication of the kinetic and dynamical relevance of the different, features of the
used PESs can be obtained from a comparison of the values of Thermal rate coefficient,
calculated on them. For all surfaces no appreciable reactivity was calculated at T = 1000
K as found by the experiment.[18] At T = 3400 K, the thermal rate coefficients calculated
using the OCT method on the LEPS. L0, LI. L2 and L3 are, respectively. 7.1. 7.0. 10.4. 10.4,
and 14.8 xlO~13 cm3molecule~1s~1. These values agree reasonably well with the experiment.
5 x 10~13 cn^molecule-^-1).^] The agreement, was found to be even more satisfactory

when using the RIOS method. Values of the thermal rate coefficient calculated on the LEPS,
L0. LI. L2 and L3 are 5.6. 5.4, 7.7, 7.5, and 11.3xlO"13 cn^moiecule"^"1 respectively.
The values calculated using the j-shift approximation (3.0, 3.0. 4.2. 4.1. and 6.2xlO~13

cm3molecule"'1s~1 on the LEPS, L0. LI. L2« and L3) also lead to a sufficiently good agreement,
with the experiment. These results show that, though differing in more detailed properties,
all these surface are fairly well suitable to describe the overall reactivity of the system. The
main difference is that PESs having a bent transition state lead to more reactivity than
those with a collinear transition state with a maximum effect, for L3 that has a smaller
height, of the transition state. On the contrary the value of the internuclear distances at
the transition state do not. seem to affect significantly the reactivity of the system. A last
comment is deserved by the comparison of the LEPS and L0 rate coefficients. Their practical
coincidence, regardless of the computational technique used, suggests that the LAGROBO
fit of the LEPS has achieved the proposed target-
As already mentioned, a more detailed comparison of the dynamical and kinetic properties
of the different PESs can be carried out by considering state specific (fc,.(7*)) rate coefficients
calculated by selecting a specific vibrational initial state of the reactants. Values of kv(T)
calculated using QCT, pure RIOS and j-shifting RIOS methods are shown in Table 1 for
reactants thermalized at T = 1000 K and v ranging from 5 to 45 in steps of 5. Obviously,
the maximum vibrational number for which RIOS calculations were performed is smaller
than quasiclassical ones because of the different approach followed to determine them. Since
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RIOS rate coefficients are derived from state (v) to state (iJ) fixed energy cross sections
by integrating over translational energy, at high initial vibrational numbers the range of
considered total energy is not large enough to consider the integration converged. This is
not. the case of QCT calculations for which rate coefficients are calculated by using a proper
sample of collision energies.

V

10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45

V

5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40

V

5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40

Table 1: A + 1̂2 state specific i

LEPS LO
.180(-12) .138(-12)
.172(-11) .128(-11)
.761(-11) .504(-ll)
.210(-10) .137(-10)

QCT
LI

•ate coefficients0

L2 L3
.289(-12) .270(-12) .624(-12)
.266(-ll)
• 103(-10)

.250(-ll)

.946(-ll)
.263(-10) .236(-10)

.453(-10) .297(-10) .526(-10)

.845(-10) .o67(-10)

.138(-09) .992(-10)
.917(-10)
.144(-09)

.212(-09) .164(-09) .214(-09)

LEPS LO
RIOS

LI

.467(-10)

.804(-10)

.1281-09)

.192(-09)

L2
.255(-14) .253(-14) .256(-14) .2oo(-14)
.162(-12) .136(-12)
.152(-11) .112(-11)
.654(-ll) .420(-ll)
.172(-10) -IOS(-IO)
.338(-10) .235(-10)
.630(-10) .448(-10)
.874(-10) .667(-10)

.222(-12)

.214(-11)

.832(-ll)

.217(-12)

.204(-ll)

.769(-ll)

,445(-ll)
.144(-10)
.319(-10)
.588(-10)
.968(-10)
,146(-09)
.215(-09)

L3
.107(-13)
.536(-12)
.378(-ll)
.116(-10)

.201 (-10) .182(-10) .253(-10)

.370(-10)

.661(-10)

.881(-10)
j shifting RIOS

LEPS LO
.133(-14) .132(-14)
.864 (-13) .726(-13)
.832(-12) .612(-12)
QtfQ/ 1 1 \ OQO/ 1 1 \

• OOO I ~ i. A / .^OOl"*l l /
.992(-ll) .614(-11)
.198(-10) .136(-10)
.381 (-10) .267(-10)
.503(-10) .380(-10)

LI
.133(-14)
.118(-12)
.117(-11)
.469(-ll)
.116(-10)
.217(-10)
.400(-10)
.512(-10)

.338(-10) .411(-10)

.594(-10) .679(-10)

.787(-10) .877(-10)

L2
.133(-14)
.116(-12)
. l l l ( - l l )
.434(-ll)
.105(-10)
.198(-10)
.359(-10)
.456(-10)

L3
.564(-14)
.289(-12)
.210(-ll)
.660(-ll)
.149(-10)
.245(-10)
.412(-1O)
.510(-10)

-ha in cm'molcailc"1.? l. a(—b) reads as a x 10

Among the LAGROBO surfaces, the L0 PES is the least reactive at all temperatures and
initial vibrarional levels. LI state specific reactive rates are larger than those of L0 at all v
values. This implies that the change of the transiton state geometry makes it more efficient
to transfer of collision energy into the motion along the reaction path. From our results it
is also apparent the effect of varying the bond lengths at the transition state on the value
of kv{T). In the case of LI and L2. in fact, the former leads to larger reactivity than the
latter. This difference increases with v since in this case the incoming atom is allowed ro
come closer to the diatom in the transition state region. The effect, of increasing the height
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of the barrier is also apparent from our results. The value of k,,{T). in fact, increases in
going from L3 to Ll. The difference is definite at small v values to become less appreciable
at larger v values especially as the temperature increases. The v value at which L2 and L3
reactive rates become comparable lowers as T increases. This agrees with the fact that the
role of the transition state height becomes less important as energy increases.

The dependence on v of the state specific reactive rates calculated on the LEPS PES differs
significantly from that calculated on LAGROBO surfaces. For low vibrational levels reac-
tive rates calculated on the LEPS are smaller than those calculated on the Ll, L2 and L3
surfaces which have a bent transition state. However, when v increases, the LEPS reactivity
increases much more rapidly than that calculated on the LAGROBO surfaces. Even the
state specific rate values calculated on LO concide with those calculated on the LEPS only
at low \ibrational energy. At larger v values LO reactivity is smaller than that calculated
on the LEPS implying that high energy features of the LAGROBO surfaces are less biased
towards reactivity than those of the LEPS.

More extended discussions and data are given in ref.[20]

2.3 The O2 reaction

For this reaction CASSCF and MR-CI potential energy values were calculated.[21; Plots of
fixed angle minimum energy paths indicate the barrier to reaction decreases when moving
from collinear encounters to those at $0=110°. Then the barrier rises (to have a maximum
around $0 = 70") and decreases again. CASSCF values show also a shallow well associated
with the peroxy intermediate at $0 around 120° (this disappears in the MR-CI results) and
a well associated with the OXO complex at smaller collision angles. The transition state
energy determined at CASSCF and MR-CI level give a value of 8.8 Kcal/mol quite close to
the experimental estimate and a double window to reaction.

T
300
500
700

1500
2000
2500

Table 2:
Expt[25]
5.7(-17)
8.7(-15)
7.6(-14)
1.3(-12)
2.5(-l2)
3.7(-12)

X + O2 RATE COEFFICIENTS"
Expt[26"
8.5(-17)
9.6(-15)
8.1(-14)
1.9(-14)
4.1(-12)
7.5 (-12)

Jaffe[27]
—

l.l(-10)
8.5(-14)
2.1(-12)
4.9(-12)
7.6(-12)

Aguilar[28]
8.5(-18)
3.7(-14)
1.4(-13)

—
—
—

Ours
5.7(-19)
4.5(-15)
8.9(-14)
6.4(-13)
1.8(-12)
3.5(-12)

rate coefficient* in cm /(molecules)

For this reaction, rate coefficients were calculated using an approximate dynamical method.[22]
In order to obtain an analytical formulation of the potential around the reaction path (the
minimum energy path computed in mass-scaled cartesian coordinates), a Bond-order poly-
nonial [2] was used to fit the scaled CASSCF/MR-CI energy values relative to the cuts with
$0 = 90". 110" and 135". Account for the anharmonicity in evaluating the vibrational par-
tition functions was taken by using a Morse-quadratic-quartic approximation functional[23j.
For the transmission coefficient, the centrifugal-dominant version of the small-curvature
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semiclassical adiabatic ground-state approach[24] was used. Values of the rate coen dents
calculated using Polyrate[22] are shown in the last, column of Table 2. For compariso. , two
different sets of experimental data[25, 26] (columns 1 and 2) and the calculated values of Jaffe
et al.[27] and Gilibert et al.[2&) (columns 3 and 4) are also reported. Our results are always
lower than experimental values though the difference tends to decrease as the temperature
T increases. On the contrary, rate coefficients calculated by Jaffe et a2.[27] are always larger
and the difference with experimental data tends to decrease with T. Results of Gilibert. et
a/.[28] span a smaller temperature range. However, even in such a small interval they start-
being smaller than experimental results and end by being larger.

The comparison of our results with both experimental data and theoretical estimates ob-
tained from previous calculations is satisfactory: the absolute values of our calculated rate
coefficient sufficiently well reproduce measured data and the calculated temperature depen-
dence is closer to the measured one than for all other calculations.

A similar investigation was carried out also for the reverse reaction. Results are shown in
Table 3.

Table 3: O + NO RATE COEFFICIENTS"
T

300
500
700

1500
2000
2500

Expt[25]
6.5(-41)
2.0(-29)
1.7(-23)
6.0(-18)
1.6(-16)
1.2(-15)

Expt[29j
1.4(-42)

. 2.6(-30)
5.4(-25)
8.9(-18)
3.8(-16)
3.8(-15)

Ours
5.2(-42)
6.9(-30)
1.2(-24)
1-71-17)
7.3(-16)
7.0(-15)

" rate coefficients in cm /(molecule-s)

3 Oxygen atom reactions

Another family of reactions that we have considered for their practical relevance are those
of the Oxygen atom.

3.1 The O(3P) -f- O2 reaction

Of great importance for the modelling of ozone depletion is the O(3P) + C?2(3Dj) reaction.[30'
For this reaction a DMBE type potential energy surface kindly supplied by Varandas was
used.[3l] The thermal quasiclassical rate coefficient calculated at 300 K (2.8 ± 0.2 x 1O~12

cm3molecule~1s~!) is in good agreement with the most recent experimental measurement^1

(2.9 ± 0.5 x 10~12 cnr'molecule-V1).

Stat.e-T.o-sr.ar.e rate coefficients have also been calculated at initial vibrational levels v = 5.
10. 15, 20. 25 and 30 at temperatures of 500. 1000. 2000 and 4000 K. A linear enhancement
of the reactivity with both reactant temperature and vibrational state has been found at
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low initial vibrational levels. Such a positive trend is less pronounced at higher vibrational
states. Vibrational deactivation (reactive and non reactive) is the most important process.

The role played by reactant vibrational energy on the reactivity of the system is similar to
that found for N + NV The rate coefficient of thermalized reactants almost linearly increases
with the temperature. Such an increase becomes small when the Oo molecule becomes highly
vibrationally excited. For this system too, reactive vibrational deexcitation is the most
efficient process. A substantial contribution comes also from non reactive deexcitation (such
a contribution might become the dominant one if all the intervening non reactive processes
are taken into account).

The most, interesting outcome of our calculations, however, becomes apparent only when
state to state rate coefficients are plotted as a function of n = v — v'. Contrary to the results
of X + Xo calculations obtained on the LEPS surface having a barrier to reaction, O -f Oo
results indicate that single vibrational quantum jumps are not the most important contri-
butions to deexcitation mechanisms. Multiquantum deexcitation can resort into individual
jumps of 10 vibrational levels being the dominant process. This means that multiquantum
jumps play a key role in the vibrational deexcitation of this systems since they contribute
not only to direct relaxation but also cascade effects.

A detailed analysis of trajectories leading to multiquantum jumps clearly shows their asso-
ciation with the occurrence of a deep potential energy well causing a disposal of vibrational
energy into other degrees of freedom. Similar effects, though less pronounced, as found
also for the model X + Xo case, were found in RIOS results. As already commented for the
nitrogen system this is a clear fingerprint for the neglecting of rotations in RIOS calculations.

Apart from that, RIOS calculations substantially confirmed results obtained in the quasi-
classical study. The RIOS thermal rate coefficient is 9.2xlO~13cm3molecule~1s~1. This value
is about 1/3 the value obtained from quasi classical calculations. The same type of deviation
applies to other dynamical and kinetic properties.

3.2 The O(!D) + HC1 reaction

The calculation of the reactive properties of the O(]D) + HG1 reaction was performed on a
LAGROBO model potential energy surface.

A first comparison of calculated quantities with experimental data can be performed at
the level of the cross section ^CIOI^OH branching ratio. Measured branching ratios for the
O(1D) -f HC1 system are 0.34±0.1 (this is only a lower limit) and 0.24±0.06 at 12.2 and
7.6 kcal/mol of collision energy respectively[33. 34]. The quasiclassical values obtained at
the same translational energies and ground vibrotational energy on the LAGROBO PES are
0.59 and 0.47. These values, though larger than experimental results, correctly predict the
dominance of the reactive formation of OH over the CIO formation as well as their energy
dependence. Both aciv and VOH calculated cross sections show a negative trend with energy.
The negative energy dependence is more pronounced for the OH forming channel than for
the CIO forming channel. The reactive formation of OH (process 1) is more efficient than
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the formation of CIO (process 2). The low reactivity of process (2) in spite of its exoergicity
can be rationalized in terms of the large barrier to the formation of CIO ar all values of the
collision angle. This makes the cross section value calculated on the LAGROBO PES for
this process comparable with the one computed on the BLRS PES.[35]

There is no measured value for the cross section of either process (1) or (2). Therefore a
direct, comparison of calculated values with the experiment is not possible. On the contrary,
this is possible via a comparison with measured thermal rate coefficients. The calculated
values are about 5 times smaller than the experimental ones implying that for both channels
the surface is scarcely reactive.

However, a severe test of the quality of the PES is provided by the comparison of calculated
product angular distributions (PAD) with measured ones. The agreement of the calculated
CIO PAD with the one measured at 12.2 kcal/mol is quite good. The shape of the center of
mass angular distribution obtained from the experiment was interpreted[33] as the overposi-
tion of a symmetric plus a backward component. The authors of that paper rationalized the
backward contribution as due to the fraction of reactive encounters taking place via a direct
abstraction of the Cl atom. They also attributed the symmetric component to the formation
of a long living complex associated to the well of the PES. According to their interpretation.
after a while the complex fragments leading either to OH (when the CIO bond breaks) or
CIO (when the OH bond breaks) scattered to all possible directions.

To rule out the possibility that the symmetric contribution is the result of a balance between
separate forward and backward mechanisms, we carried out additional calculations recording
separately the dynamical outcome of trajectories experiencing the potential energy well
supporting the triatomic complex and those avoiding it. Collisions exploring the well led to
a symmetric backward-forward PAD of the CIO product whereas the others led to a-clear
backward distribution. However, as will be discussed later, we found that the experiencing
of the well does not imply a long residence time in it. This confirms what has been discussed
elsewhere for reactions having a deep insertion well as the Mg -r FH system.[36] In :hat case,
in fact, it has been found that vector properties (such as angular distributions) are sensitive
probes of the potential energy well even when the intermediate complex lives much less than
a rotational period.

Another characteristic of exoergic reactions is the shape of the product vibraticaal distri-
bution (PVD). The vibrational distribution of the OH product obtained from the O(:D) —
HCl^S") -• OH(2I1) + C1(2P) reaction was measured by Luntz[37], Sloan and collaborators*3S].
and Park and Wiesenfeld[39]. The measurements of refs. [37. 39] were performed using a
LIF technique while those of ref. [38] were carried out using a fast time resolved Fourier
transform spectroscopy. The experiment of ref. [38] was carried out at a collision energy
ranging from zero to about 6 kcal/mol (most of the reactive collisions are believed to occur
at the highest energy value) and reactants thermalized at room temperature. The native
PVD obtained from this experiment, was strongly inverted and peaked at VQH= 3. Similar
results (though at a lower average collision energy) were obtained by the other experiments.
The PVD calculated at Etr = 7 kcal/mol and HC1 in its ground vibrotational state does not
compare well with data of ref. [38]. In fact, the calculated vibrational distribution of OH
though inverted peaks at vOH=l. a value smaller than the measured one. The insufficient
disposal of energy into product vibration is not due to the asymptotic characteristics of the
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LAGROBO PES. Among the shorter range characteristics of the PES its repulsive character
seems to be correct since the fraction of energy released as product translation compares
well with the experiment. The failure to reproduce the measured PVD is likely to be due
:o the inability of the intermediate complex to dispose enough energy in vibration of the
product OH fragment. It is worth noticing that the overall amount of the product internal
energy agrees with the experimental information. It is only its partitioning which is strongly
biased towards rotation (33% in vibration and 45% in rotation for the calculation versus
•58% in -vibration and 18% in rotation for the experiment[39]). This, as will be discussed in
more detail later, can be rationalized in terms of a favored insertion of O into HC1 and a
fast break up of the complex to produce a fast rotating OH fragment.

Additional calculations were performed to evaluate the temperature dependence of the ther-
mal rate coefficient for both the OH and CIO forming processes. The rate coefficient cal-
culated for the OH forming channel is almost constant while that for the CIO forming
channel increases with the temperature. A fit to the calculated rare coefficients using the
formula .4 • T~Q exp{-Ea/RT) gave the following values: A = 1.63 • 10"11. a = -0.0215.
Ea = -0.0317 for the OH and A = 1.48 • 1O~14, a = -0.865, Ea = -0.783 for the CIO
forming processes (A in cm3molecule~1s~1, T in Kelvin and Ea in kcal/mol).

The calculations were also repeated on the BLRS PES. The product angular distribution
calculaied on the BLRS PES is has still a forward backward structure as experimental
results. However, contrary to experimental and LAGROBO results, the forward maximum
is larger than the backward one. This implies that while the complex forming and the
direct microscopic mechanisms still coexist, (as on the LAGROBO surface), stripping reactive
collisions are preferred to rebound ones on the BRLS PES.

The disagreement with the crossed molecular beam data is even more dramatic for the
calculated value of the branching ratio. In fact, branching ratios calculated on the BLRS
PES are 0.096 at Etr = 1*2.2 kcal/mol and 0.059 at 7.6 kcal/mol. about four times smaller
than the measured ones. This discrepancy is caused by the fact that the value of <7QH

calculated on the BLRS PES ranges from 18 A2 to 13 A2 while the value of aCio is about 1
A2 in the whole energy interval considered by related experiments. On the contrary, in the
same energy interval, the LAGROBO surface leads to cross section values decreasing from
4 A2 to 2 A2 for <TOH and from 2 A2 to 1 A2 for aCio respectively.

On the contrary, good agreement, with the experiment was found when calculating the prod-
uct vibrational distribution on the BLRS. This result well reproduces the experimental data
of ref. [38] (the agreement, with results of ref. [37] was already reported in ref. [35]).
Accordingly, the fraction of energy disposed as vibration 51% and rotation 27% of the prod-
uct molecule calculated on the BLRS PES agrees with the measurements (58% and 18%
respectively) better than the ones calculated on the LAGROBO PES.

To rationalize these differences, an analysis of the main features of the BLRS potential energy
was performed. The O(JD) + HCU1!") -+ C1O(2II) + H(2S) process on the BLRS surface
is endoergic and has a large barrier to reaction about $ci = 180" and $ci — 60°. However.
at intermediate values of $ci the barrier is much smaller. This leads to values of the <?ciu
calculated on the BLRS surface similar to those calculated on the LAGROBO PES. For
the process O^D) + HCl^S-) -* OH(2IT) 4- C1(2P) the shape of the BRLS MEPs is fairly
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similar to that of the MEPs calculated on the LAGROBO PES except, for the lower barrier
to reaction. A consequence of this is the larger value of the related cross section. For the
process H(2S) + CIO(2U) -> OH(2II) + C1{2P), on the BLRS PES the geometry of the H0C1
complex is associated with a narrower range of $# more displaced towards bent geometries.
The well, in fact, does not. form at collinear or collinear-like geometries. On the contrary, it
extends below $Q=6Q°. This means that when the impinging oxygen comes close to HC1, on
the BLRS PES the formation of a strongly bent complex is strongly favored with respect to
the collinear-like ones. This implies that a fast break-up of the complex with OH carrying
away a large fraction of internal energy as rotation is unlikely to occur. On the contrary, the
longer residence time in the intermediate complex well allows a redistribution of the internal
energy among different modes.
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